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Grobner bases are distinguished sets of generators of ideals in polynomial rings. They can be 
used to solve computational problems in polynomial rings. If an ideal is given by finitely many 
generators, then the Buchberger algorithm can be used to compute Cirobner bases of the ideal. 
The computation and the resulting Grobner basis depend on a total order on the semi-group of 
monomials. The dependence of Grobner bases from the choice of this total order is investigated. 
It is shown that a given ideal has only finitely many reduced Grobner bases. 
Introduction 
Grobner bases are distinguished sets of generators of ideals in polynomial rings. 
They have been used recently to solve computational problems in polynomial rings 
(e.g., decide if a given polynomial belongs to an idea1 given by finitely many 
generators). The notion of standard bases is closely related to Grdbner bases. Stan- 
dard bases have first been used by Hironaka in the discussion of singularities 181. 
For other applications of standard bases see for example 14-61. Grobner bases were 
first considered by Buchberger in his dissertation (1965). For an account of the 
historical development, see [ 11. 
LetKbeanyfield,K[X,,..., X,] the polynomial ring in 12 indeterminates. Let M 
be the set of all monomials in K [Xl. One considers so-called admissib/e orders on 
M. (This notion was first introduced and discussed in [9].) Let cr be an admissible 
order. Then a is a total order for the semigroup M such that 1 is the smallest ele- 
ment. With each polynomial 
g = c C,k)f 
IEM 
one associates the set 
M(g) = {f EM / cl(g) f O} 
* Wahrend diese Arbeit verfasst wurde, war der Autor Heisenberg-Stipendiat der Deutschen Forschungs- 
gemeinschaft an der Universitat Regensburg. 
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of monomials occurring in g. M(g) being finite, there is some largest monomial 
HM(g)= HM,(g), called the highest monomial. If ZcK[X] is an ideal, we as- 
sociate the monomial ideal 
r^=r^“=(kiM(g)jgd) 
with I. A subset GC I is a Grtibner basis if 
~=(H~~~}~g~G~ 
[I, Definition 3.1, Theorem 3.21. From a computational point of view it is impor- 
tant to note that the Buchberger algorithm [l, 21 makes it possible to determine a 
Grobner basis starting from a finite set of generators of an ideal. For a list of ap- 
plications, see 11). 
By the very definition, a Grobner basis depends on an admissible order a on M. 
The purpose of the present paper is to investigate this dependence. It is known [ 1, 
section 6.10; 181 that the computational complexity of the Buchberger algorithm 
depends very heavily on the admissible order used. Since there are many different 
admissible orders on M (except in trivial cases) it seems to be desirable to gain a bet- 
ter understanding of the way Grobner bases depend on admissible orders. 
First we look at homogeneous ideals IC K [Xl. The set X(M) of admissible orders 
on M can be topologized to become a compact space. For Q EX(M) and G,c( a 
Grobner basis of I with respect to a (also called an a-Grobner basis), there always 
exists a neighborhood UCX(M) of (x such that G, is a P-Grobner basis of I for 
every ,8 E U. A consequence is that all Grobner bases can be determined by using on- 
ly admissible orders which are dominated by weighted degree functions with natural 
ilumbers as weights. Another consequence is that there is a finite subset GC I such 
that G is a Grobner basis simultaneously with respect to all admissible orders (a 
universal Grkjbner basis). The property of being a universal Grobner basis of an 
ideal can be characterized in terms of extremal points of Newton diagrams of the 
polynomials of the ideal. 
By use of the technique of homogenizatioil the finiteness results about Grobner 
bases can be transferred from homogeneous ideals to arbitrary ideals in polynomial 
rings. 
1. Admissible orders 
Let McK[X] be the set of monomials. Since this set is independent of K we may 
assume that K=Q. Let &‘cQ(X)* (=Qs(X), CO}> be the subgroup generated by 
M. It is the same to give a total order on the group 1M such that M is contained in 
the positive cone or to give a total order on the semigroup M such that 1 is the least 
eiement. Such total orders on M or I@ are called a~~js~jble orders, the set of ad- 
missible orders is denoted by X(M). The set Y of total orders of the field Q(X) is 
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topologized by the Harrison topology [lo, Lecture 31. Y is a Boolean space, the set 
H= (a~ Y 11 5X&+1 2X,} 
is a closed and open subspace. There is a natural map p : H + X(M) (restrict the 
total order of Q(X) to M). 
Proposition 1. p is surjective. 
Proof. Let aeX(M) be given. It suffices to define a total order on Q[X] which 
restricts to (Y on izI. Define 
g = c C,k)f 
/ E M 
to be positive if c,(g)>0 for t = HM(g), the highest monomial (with respect to (x) 
occuring in g. 3 
Theorem 2. X(M) with the quotient topology with respect to p is a Boolean space. 
Proof. If X(M) is endowed with the quotient topology with respect top, then X(M) 
is quasi-compact (being the continuous image of the compact space H). Pick (Y, 
/3 E X(M), a #p. There are t, I’ EM such that t < t’ with respect to CY, t > t’ with 
respect to p. The open neighborhoods 
U= (yEX(M)) t: t’>, I/= {y~X(M)/t2 t’} 
of a and /? form a disjoint cover of X(M). This shows that X(M) is Hausdorff and 
totally disconnected. 3 
I@ is the free abelian group on the n generators X,, . . . ,X, . If a E X(M), then cz 
is a total order on A?/. &!i contains a largest proper convex subgroup [3, section IV 
3; 17, section I 41, say M’. &‘/A?’ is an archimedean totally ordered group, hence 
is isomorphic to some subgroup of the additive group of real numbers (HGlder’s 
theorem, [3, p. 74; 17, p. 81). Any two such embeddings differ by a positive real 
factor. Let (Do denote such an embedding A?l/&!f! + R, let deg, be the composition 
with the natural map A&+&?/M’. We set deg,(Xi) =(Y;. Then (a,, . . . . a,) is deter- 
mined only up to a positive factor. Since (Y, + ... + a, > 0 the embedding can be nor- 
malized such that CZ~ + ... + a, = 1. We will always associate this normalized 
weighted degree function with (x (except if it is expressly stated that we do not 
assume that deg cz is normalized). 
Proposition 3. The map 
w:X(M)~S={XE[R”(X,,...,X,~O, x~+..-+x,= 1) 
a + (deg, (X, ), . . . , de, W, N 
is continuous and surjective. 
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Proof. For any (xl, . . . , x,,)ES, an admissible order cy with l%‘(a) = (x,, . . . . x,) is 
defined by 
x:1 . ..x. <x&q 
if either 
kj.q + **. +k,x,<I,x,+ **’ +1,x, 
or 
k,x, + . ..+k.x,=I,x,+ .*. f lnx, 
and 
ki < I; for the smallest i with ki # lj. 
To prove continuity of w, note that all finite intersections of open halfspaces in 
IR” intersected with S form a basis of the topology of S. The same is true if we con- 
sider only open half-spaces which are integrally defined, i.e. are of the form 
where a=(ar ,..., ~,,)E.ZI”. Thus, it suffices to show that w-‘(U,) is open for all -.___ 
such U,. Let BcZ” be the set of those b= (6,, . . . , b,) such that U, n SC iJG 0 S. 
Then 
and 
___. 
u,ns= iJ u,ns= U u,ns 
beB bcB 
w^‘(& n S) = jB w-‘(&, n S) = b$ w-‘(?&m). 
We will see now that for any such b there is some open subset vbCx(N/) with 
w-‘(&nS)C vbCw-‘(q,nS). 
This will finish the proof of continuity. 
We may assume that 
b ,,..., b,>O, b,,, =...=t+=O, b,, I,..., b,,<O. 
Setting 
t = x,k.._Q, t’= x~-~bitI...x,-“n 
we define the open subset 
V, = {@EX(M) 1”: t) CX(M). 
For BE Vb we have degp(t)kdegP(t’). With w(j?)=(flr,...,&,) this means that 
blfil + ... + b,,/?,, 2 0, i.e. w(p) E ub f-I S. On the other hand, if w(p) = (PI, . . . ,p,) E 
ub n S, then it follows that 
-br+lPr+l- ‘..-bnPn<b,p,+,..+b,Ps, 
and this implies t’<C with respect to p_ Thus, w-‘(ubn s)C f$. El 
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Finally, using Hilbert’s basis theorem we prove 
Proposition 4. An admissible order on M is a well-ordering. 
Proof. Let (Y E H be a total order on Q[X] inducing the given admissible order on 
M. Assume that there is a descending sequence 1, > tz > ... in M. The monomial 
ideal I= (ti / i E N) has a finite set of generators among the t;, say t,, . . . , tI. Then 
f,+, must beoftheform tt;for someiE{l,..., I } and some t EM. But this contra- 
dicts t,+,<t,,...,t,. 0 
2. Preliminaries on Griibner bases 
Now let K be an arbitrary field. We fix an admissible order a on M. Given a finite 
subset FC K [X] and some g E K [X] a reduction of g by F is any sequence 
were fjE F and gjmI A g, is the following reduction of g,_ 1 b,v fi: 
There is some t E M(g,_ ,) (the set of monomials occurring in g,- r) such that 
HM(A.)s= f for some SE M. With u = HM(A) we define 
c,(g;-,I 
gi = g,- I - ____ sf, c,(fi) 
(where hEK[X] is written as h= CIC,,,, c,(h)t). 
By this construction, the monomial t is eliminated from gjP1. 
A reduction of g by F is not a unique construction. In general, in each step of 
the reduction there will be different possible choices for the reducing polynomial. 
And even if a reducing polynomial has been chosen there may be various different 
monomials which can be eliminated by the same reducing polynomial. 
First we note that infinite reductions are impossible. To do so, consider the set 
w = (0, 1)‘“’ 
which is ordered by 
a < b if a(to) = 0, b(t,) = 1 (with t, = max{t E M ) a(t) # b(t)}). 
Without proof we note 
Lemma 5. W is well-ordered. 0 
There is a natural map 
x:K[X]+ w 
associating with g E K[X] the characteristic function of its set M(g) of monomials. 
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The easy proof of the next lemma will also be omitted. 
Lemma 6. If g L gl is a reduction of g by f, then x(g) >x(g, ). ci 
An immediate consequence is 
Corollary 7. Every reduction of g E K[X] by a finite set FC K[X] is finite. 
If g cannot be reduced by F, we call g F-irreducible. gzg, denotes a reduction 
of g by F. Such a reduction is called complete if gl is F-irreducible. In general, 
there are various different complete reductions of g by F leading to different F- 
irreducible polynomials. 
Definition 8. (cf. [l, Definition 6.3; 13, Definition 3.11) The finite subset FcK[X] 
is a Grijbner basis of the ideal I=(F) if for any geK[X] all complete reductions 
of g by F end in the same F-irreducible polynomial. 
Later we will use the following characterization of Grijbner bases (cf. 113, 
Theorem 3.21): 
Theorem 9. For the finite subset FC K[X] the following statements are equivalent: 
(a) F is a Grtibner basis; 
(b) For g E I= (F) every complete reduction by F ends in 0; 
(c) For gE I there is some complete reduction ending in 0; 
(d) The monomiu~ ideal f= (HM( f) 1 f E I) is generated by the set 
fHM(f) 1 fEFf. a 
An immediate consequence of this theorem is that any ideal ZCK[X] has a 
Grobner basis: If I^is generated by t l,...,t,E{HM(f) ifeI>, then pickft,...,f,EZ 
such that t;=HM(A). By the theorem, F= ( fi, . . ..f.) is a Grobner basis of I. The 
Buchberger algorithm [ 1,2] allows the actual computation of a Grobner basis of an 
ideal which is given by finitely many generators. 
Grabner bases are not unique. If FCZ is a Grijbner basis and f~1, then FU (f > 
is a Grobner basis as well. If uniqueness is desired one may use the following notion 
(cf. [l, Definition 6.51): 
Definition 10. FCK[X] is a reduced Grtibner basis if F is a Grobner basis, every 
f E F is manic and FL {f }-irreducible. 
Once a Grobner basis of an ideal IcK[X] is known, there is an obvious algorithm 
to determine a reduced Grabner basis. 
Noting that every monomial ideal has a unique minimal set of generators one easi- 
ly proves (cf. [I, Theorem 6.31): 
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Theorem 11. Let I=(F) where FC K[X] is a finite set of monk polynomials. 
(a) The following conditions on F are e~~~v~~ent~ 
(i) F is a reduced Griibner basis. 
(ii) F-* A4 : f --f HM( f) maps F bijectiveiy onto the minimal set of generators 
of ?and I^fl(M(f)~{HM(f)})=0 for all ~EF. 
(b) I has a unique reduced Grci;bner basis. 
IflCK[X] is a homogeneous ideal, then it is clear that Grobner bases may always 
be chosen to be homogeneous. The reduced Grobner basis of I is homogeneous. We 
will always assume tacitiy that Grobner bases of homogeneous ideals are homo- 
geneous. 
The presentation of the material in this section has been shaped in conversation 
with E. Becker. The material itself is of course not new (see the references given). 
The main purpose of this section is to have references available precisely in the form 
needed later in the paper. 
3. Hilbert fun~tiuns 
With every homogeneous ideal IC K[X] one associates its Hiibert function 
h, : N, 4 N,, : n --) dim,(K[X],,/I,,) 
(where subscript n means homogeneous elements of degree n). For general informa- 
tion on the Hilbert function see [7,12]. We only note that there is a polynomial 
HE E Q[ T], the Hilbert polynomial of I, and some Y?~~ E iN,, such that h,(n) = H,(n) 
for nkn,. The importance of the Hilbert function in connection with Grobnet 
bases stems from the following slight generalization of [IS, Theorem 2.2]: 
Theorem 12. Let IC K[X] be homogeneous, let cz EX(M) be an admissible order on 
the monomials. As before, I^ is the ideal of highest monomials. Then h,= hi. 
Proof. Let FCZ be a manic and homogeneous Crobner basis (manic refers to the 
highest monomial). Then the K-vector space 0 is generated by 
~~H~(~) 1 f E F, tEM, deg PHI = d) 
This set is part of the canonical basis of K[XJ,,. Let p : K]X],-, 4, be the 
canonical projection. Also, p denotes the restriction I,,--+ 4,. We must show that p 
is an isomorphism. 
Injectivity. Pick Ofg E I,/. Then g can be reduced by some f 6 F (Theorem 9). In 
particular, there exists some t EM(~) such that t =sHM(f) with s~A4. This means 
that g = ... +ct+.-- with 0;tc~K. Then p(g)=.*-+cf+.-.#O. 
S~rject~v~ty. Suppose that p is not surjective. Let ~~~M(~) be the largest mono- 
mial in & which does not belong to p(f(/,). If tHM(f) is the only monomial of’ tJ 
which is of the form sHM(g), geF, then p(tf)= tHM(fj, a contradiction. Thus 
there is some largest t, <tHM(f), f, ~Mfff) which is of the form I, =slHM(f,j 
for some $, E&Z,‘, f, E F. Reducing g = tf by f, we obtain g, such that 
rHM(fj = HM(g) = HM(g, ) and t, eM(g, ). By finiteness of reductions (Corollary 
7), iteration of this argument finaIIy leads to g,.Eld such that t HM(j’) = HM(g,) 
and g, contains no other monomials of the form sHM(g), s~n/r, g EF. But then 
p(g,) = f HM(f), a contradiction. q 
4. Stability of Griibner bases 
Let ICK[X] be a homogeneous ideal. In this section we let the admissible order 
vary in X(M) and ask for the effect this has on Griibner bases of I. 
Theorem 13. Let a E X(M) be an admissible order, ZC K[X] a homogeneous ideal. 
Let CC I be a Griibner basis with respect o a. Then 
U,, = (/VEX / G is a j%GrBbner basis) 
is a closed and open neighborhood of CY in X(M). 
Proof. Let n = max{deg(g) 1 g E G). The set 
V={,!kX(MjI vOrc,d~n,Y tEM,,tkM+y’iff t-y’] 
(where Md are the monomials of degree dj is an open neighborhood of LY in X(M). 
For all g E G, /3~ V we have HM,(gj = HMB(gj. Thus, faC fP. By hr~ = hi/ this im- 
pfies f” = fP. By Theorem 9, G is a P-Griibner basis. This shows that U, c is open. 
Now let PEX(M) be such that G is not a ,&Gr(ibner basis. There is some 
monomial t E fp such that t e (HMB(gj 1 g E G) (Theorem 9). By the same argument 
as above there is some open neighborhood VC X(M) of /I such that fp = I^)’ and 
(HMp(g) / g E Gj = (HM, / g E G) for a11 y E V. Thus, G is not a y-GrCjbner basis for 
all YE Y (Theorem 9), and U,, is closed. U 
In Section 5 we will be able to give a rather explicit description of the set U,,, 
of Theorem 13. But first we draw some consequences from Theorem 13. 
Corollary 14. Let CC I be an a-Grdbner basis. Then there is a sequence a = 
(a 1, . . . ,a,,) of natural nI~~~~?ers and an admissible order j3 which is dominated by 
ihe weighted degree function 
deg,:M~~\io:X;n’...X~-tm,a,t*.-+i~,a, 
such that G is a ~-Gr~bner basis of I. 
A word on the terminology: We say that the admissible order /3 is dominated by 
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the weighted degree function deg, if w(p) (Section 1) and a are positive rational 
multiples of each order. 
Proof. Let V be the same as in the proof of Theorem 13. Identifying M= k$C R” 
in the obvious way, each of the conditions t< t’ defining V corresponds to some 
open half space in R”. Let C be the intersection of these finiteiy many open half 
spaces. If there is some a= (a,, . . . , a,) E Crl N” we define /? exactly as in the proof 
of Proposition 3. This gives the desired admissible order. 
To see that C fl II\]” # 0 let fR c R be a real closed extension such that there is an 
embedding of the totally ordered (by CY) group Z” into the additive group of R. 
(Such a field R exists, e.g. take some vc-fieid, t;> 1 f17].) Let CR be the same in- 
tersection of open half spaces as defined over R. CR is a semi-algebraic set in R” 
and CR n RI: #0 (since the above embedding of Z” into R determines an element in 
this set). By Tarski’s principle 1161, Cfl RTf0. This implies Ct’l N”#0. U 
Definition 15. A finite subset G C I, f C K[X] a (not necessarily homogeneous) ideal, 
is called a universal Grijbner basis of I if G is a Grobner basis with respect to a11 
admissible orders. 
Corollary 16. Every homogeneous idea1 ZC K [X] admits a universal Grijbner basis. 
Proof. For every (Y E X(M) let G,C 1 be a Grobner basis. Then there is a neighbor- 
hood U, of (Y in X(M) such that G, is a P-Grobner basis for all ,QE Ua (Theorem 
13). By compactness of X(M) there is a finite cover 
and 
xv4 = ij u,,, 
i=l 
i= 1 
is a universal Grobner basis. q 
Another immediate consequence of the proof of Theorem 13 is 
Corollary 17. Let IC K [X ] be a homogeneous ideal. IfJc K[X] is a monomial ideal 
with h,= h,, let 
U/,,[= {@X(M)] J=f”). 
U,, is open and closed in X(M). CI 
Following this result one may ask for the precise relationship between 
U,, (Theorem 13) and U,,, (Corollary 17). In general, there is no inclusion 
between these sets: 
the sets 
relation 
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Example 18. Consider the ideal 
Set g, =X,+X,+X,, g2=X3, G={g,,gz). If aEX(M) is such that X,>X,, then 
G is an rx-Grobner basis. Pick (x, /3 E X(M) such that Xi > X, > X, with respect to 
cr, X,>X,>X, with respect to p. Then Q, j?~U~,o. However, I^“=(X,,X,), 
ffi=(X,,X,). This shows that U,,o is not contained in any U1,J, J a monomial 
ideal. Next, pick YE X(M) such that X,>X, >Xz with respect to y. In this case 
ye Uf,o.c, but I^l’=fa. 
The situation becomes more favourable if one considers reduced Grobner bases. 
Theorem 19. Lei IC K [X] be u l~o~og~~~ous ideaf, GC f the reduced a-Griibner 
basis with respect o cx~X(Mj. Set J=J^“. Then U,,,,C U,,,. For all PE U,,,, G is 
the redused ~-Gr~bner basis. 
Proof. It suffices to show that, for PE Uf,J, HM*(g) = HM&g) for all g E G. Sup- 
pose this were false. Then there is some g E G with HM,(g) > HM,&) with respect 
to cc. Since I^” = fp, HM,~(~) E I^“, hence is of the form ~IiM~~~h) for some h E G. By 
the choice of g we have gf h. This shows that g can be reduced by G 1 {g}, con- 
tradicting the reducedness of G with respect to cz. CJ 
The next example shows that, if G is the reduced a-Grobner basis of I and 
PE rif,~~ U,, (with J=i^” as before), then G need not be the reduced fi-Grobner 
basis. 
Example 20. In Q[X,,Xz,X,,X4], consider 
7 - 2 
f, =x,x, +x,x,‘x, > f2 = x:x,’ + x, xif, 
f; = x:‘x, + x,2x, x,4. 
Then F= {fi, f2, f3) is the reduced a-Grobner basis of Z=(f,, f2,f3} with respect to 
the lexicographical order cz on M such that XI >X2>X3 >X4. Then 
I^” = (x,X,‘,x;x;, x:x,). 
Use the weight a = (2,3,0,0) to define an admissible order p as in the proof of Pro- 
position 3. One checks that 
HMl,tf, ) = X,X,‘, HMg(fi) = X,X;, HMB(f3; =X:X,. 
Since this ideal has the same Hilbert function as I^“, F is a fi-Grobner basis. But 
clearly, F is not reduced with respect to /3. 
Incidentally, this example also shows that the length of the reduced a-Grobner 
basis (which is the same as the minimal number of generators of fn) is not indepen- 
dent of (Y. 
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5. Newton diagrams 
As before we identify M naturally with N~c R”. In particular, with each g E 
K[X] we associate the subset M(g)C INi of monomials occurring in g, the Newton 
diagram of g (cf. [5, Definition 1.1.51). Let C(g) be the intersection of all closed 
half-spaces 
uh={XE~nIX,61+...+x,b,Ibo} 
containing M(g), where (b,, . . . , b, ) c RT+ ’ . For each such half-space the boundary 
is 
We call XE C(g) extremal if {x} = Hbfl C(g) for one of these hyperplanes Hb. E(g) 
is the set of extremal points of C(g). Clearly, this is a subset of M(g). 
Proposition 21. For t E M the following conditions are equivalent: 
(4 t E E(g). 
(b) There is some (Y E X(M) such that t = HM, (g). 
Proof. (a)= (b). Let {t} = C(g) fl Hb with Hh as above. Using any a E X(M) such 
that w(a) = (b,, . . . , b,) we find t = HM,(g). 
(b)*(a). Suppose that t = HM,(g). By the proof of Corollary 14 there is some 
/?EX(M) with t=HM/,(g). and with w(P)=(a,,..., a,) where the ai are linearly in- 
dependent over Q. 
If 1=x:1 ...Xflktl we set a,=k,a,+...+k,a,. It follows that (t} = H, n C(g) with 
a=(ao,...,a,). 0 
Define w : (K[X] Y (0)) xX(M) + A4 by (g, a) + HM,(g). Keeping g fixed we let 
w,(a) = w(g, cx). The proof of Theorem 13 shows that t,ug is continuous if M is en- 
dowed with the discrete topology. Thus, except in cases where wg is constant, wg 
does not factor through p : X(M) + S. However, there is a largest subset SgC S 
such that, with X(M), =p- ‘(S,) C X(M), we have a diagram 
The arguments in the proof of Corollary 14 show that S, is open in S. 
Theorem 22. v/S induces a bijection 1,2, from the set of connected components of 
S, to E(g). Each connected component of S, is the intersection of S with a finite 
intersection of open half-spaces in R”. 
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Proof. Clearly, I,V~ induces a surjective map @, from the set of connected com- 
ponents of S, to E(g). We show that v,‘(t), t=X/‘...Xk EE(g) is of the form 
S tl C, C a finite intersection of open half-spaces in R,. The definition of S, shows 
that S \ S, is the set of those a ES for which there are 
tLXiLX2, t”=x[l...x~EE(g), 
t’ft”, with k,a,+...+k,,a,=l,a,+ ... + ma,. Thus we see that p,‘(t) is the set of 
those a ES, such that kla, + ... + knan <jlal + ... +jnan for all 
t’= X:1 . ..X.k,&(g), t ft’. 0 
An immediate consequence of the proof of Theorem 22 is 
Corollary 23. For t EE(g), W;‘(t) = p-‘t,P;l(t). 0 
If FCK[X] is any subset we define S,= n fEF S,. If F is finite, then Theorem 22 
shows that each connected component of S, is of the form C fl S, where C is a 
finite intersection of open half-spaces in R”. If a varies inside one such connected 
component, then, for each feF, the map 
assumes its maximum at the same t E M(f). In particular, if CC1 is an cw-Grobner 
basis of the homogeneous ideal IcK[X] and CC& is the conneceted component 
with crop-l(C) (cf. Corollary 23), then pP1(C)cU,,o (see Theorem 13 for the 
notation). If G is a reduced a-Grobner basis, then (with C as above and with 
J=I^“) we have 
Theorem 24. p-‘(C) = U,,J. Thus, p(U,,)=Sn c where c is an intersection of 
closed half spaces. 
Proof. It is immediately clear from the definition of C that J= ffl for all BE 
p-‘(C). This shows that p-‘(C)C U,,. Now suppose that Pep-‘(C). Then there is 
some g E G with HM/,(g) < HM,(g) with respect to (x. Since G is a reduced a- 
Grobner basis, HM,(g) $ J. Thus, I^j#J, and we see that p@ U,J. 0 
So far we have only considered Grobner bases with respect to one admissible 
order. Now we will look at universal Grobner bases. Since universal Grobner bases 
do not refer to any individual admissible order, it is natural to consider the intersec- 
tion of all admissible orders which is the componentwise lattice-order on tP$. 
Therefore, Newton diagrams supply the appropriate setting for this discussion. 
For any subset FCK[X] we defined the subset s&s. This is a dense subset. For 
all aE S we define E,(F) to be the set of those t EM for which there exists a 
neighborhood U of a in S such that t is minimal in { t,~~(b) / f E F} for all b E 
c/n S,. Using this notation we have the following characterization of universal 
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Grobner bases which is reminiscent of the characterization of Grobner bases in 
Theorem 9, equivalence of (a) and (d). We will omit the proof since the result is clear 
from the preceding discussions. 
Theorem 25. Let G be a finite subset of the homogeneous ideal IcK[X]. Then G 
is a universal Griibner basis of I if and only if E,,(I)=E,(G) for all UES. 11 
6. Inhomogeneous ideals 
In this section we discuss how, through the method of homogenization, results 
about Grobner bases of homogeneous ideals can be transferred to not necessarily 
homogeneous ideals. Such an approach has first been suggested by Lazard [ 111. 
Since homogenization is a very well-known technique (see [ 19, Chapter VII, section 
51) the only point one needs to be careful about is the behavior of admissible orders 
under the operations of homogenization and dehomogenization. 
Let ZcK[X] be an ideal, ZhcK[X,,X] its homogenization. For fEK[X], 
f h E K [X0, X] denotes the homogenization. 
a: K[X,,X] 4 K[X] : X0- 1, x,-x; 
is the dehomogenizing homomorphism. Let A4,Mh be the semi-groups of mono- 
mials in K(X) and in K [X0, X]. Let A? and Iiih denote the multiplicative subgroups 
of K(X) * and K(Xc,, X) * generated by M and Mh. There is a natural map h : X(M) --t 
X(Mh) defined by: 
X,k’<X,$ with respect to h(a) (with creX(M), t, ~‘EM) if either t<t’ with 
respect to (Y or t=t’ and k<l. 
Lemma 26. h is continuous. q 
The easy proof is omitted. 
To start an investigation of relations between Grobner bases of I and Zh we first 
look at reductions (cf. Section 2). Fix aeX(M) and h(cr) E X(Mh). If ,gL gl = 
g- ctf (cEK, t cMh) is a reduction with respect to h(n) between homogeneous 
polynomials in K[X,,X], then it is immediately clea;(;:at the image of this reduc- 
tion under dehomogenization is a reduction u(g) - a(g, ) = a(g) - cu(t)a(f) in 
KWI. 
Theorem 27. Let ZC K[X] be an ideal, a E X(M) an admissible order. Let G C I” be 
a finite set of homogeneous polynomials. 
(a) If G is a Grobner basis of I” with respect to h(a), then a(G) is u Grobner 
basis with respect to u. 
(b) Suppose that G is a Griibner basis. If u(G) is reduced, then G is reduced. If 
G is reduced, then G is the homogenization of a(G). 
Proof. (a) If f EZ, then fh E Ih can be reduced by G. As we have seen above, the 
image of such a reduction under dehomogenization is a reduction off = a(fh) by 
a(G). Thus, 0 is the only a(G)-irreducible element of I. By Theorem 9, a(G) is a 
Grobner basis of I with respect to a. 
(b) By (a), a(G) is a Grobner basis of I. First suppose that a(G) is reduced. Since 
any reduction of gE G by G\ {g} gives a reduction of a(g) by a(G) 1 {a(g)} 
(through dehomogenization) it is clear that G is reduced. Now suppose that G is 
reduced. For any ge G we have g=X,k(a(g))h. Since (a(g))h EZ~, (a(g))h can be 
reduced to 0 by G (Theorem 9). In particular, there is some feG such that 
HM,&f) 1 t E ~KakNh>. 
Since X,kt EM(~) and since G is supposed to be reduced, we see that f =g. 
Moreover, k=O which proves that g-(0(g))“. 0 
In [ 141 the equations of the tangent cone of an ideal ZC K[X] were determined 
by a method analogous to the Buchberger algorithm. Lazard [l l] pointed out that 
by use of homogenization this analogy can be carried much further. However, it is 
an easy application of the above considerations to show that the problem of deter- 
mining the equations of a tangent cone can be reduced to the problem of determin- 
ing a Grobner basis of the homogenized ideal. This can be done by using the 
following little trick: If we start with an admissible order a which is dominated by 
the unweighted degree function deg, then we do not use h(a) but rather the admissi- 
ble order /3 of Mh which is obtained from h(a) by turning around the admissible 
order in each degree separately. 
Another application of these methods is to show that the finiteness results of Sec- 
tion 4 also hold in the inhomogeneous case. We will develop this only so far as is 
necessary to see that this approach works. 
In the homogeneous case there were two main ingredients in the proofs of Section 
4. Namely, X(M) is compact, and the Hilbert functions of Z and I^” agree for all 
a E X(M). However, in the inhomogeneous case we do not have Hilbert functions. 
We proceed as follows: 
Lemma 28. Zf ZC K [X] is an ideal and a E X(M), then I^” = a(Z ?. 0 
The easy proof (which follows immediately from Theorem 27) is omitted. 
Theorem 29. Let ZC K[X] be an ideal, (Y EX(M), J=I^“. Then 
U,,J= {/~EX(M)II^~= J} 
is a closed and open neighborhood of a in X(M). 
Proof. By Corollary 17, 
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is a closed and open neighborhood of h(o) in X(h,rh). Lemma 28 shows that 
h-‘(C/)CUf,J and ash-‘(V). By Lemma 24, K’(V) is open, if /?EU[,~, then 
-iii,<) ,-,,N,) f Ih 
(Lemma 28) and the set 
v = {Y E X(&f”) 1 Fv = pj 
is a closed and open neighborhood of h(P). Thus, I^?=J^p#J for all YE hP’( V) 
(Lemma 29). By Lemma 24 this finishes the proof. i? 
Theorem 30. ff GcI is a Griibner basis of the ideal fC K [X] with respect to 
a E X(M), then the sei 
UI,G = {PEX(M) 1 G is a /I-Grtibner basis} 
is a closed and open neighborhood of a in X(M). 
Proof. Let n = max(deg(g) ) g E G}. Define 
~=(~EX(IZI)I~P=I~‘~~~PIUM~=~~UM,~. 
i-en iS?l 
This is a neighborhood of u in X(M). Moreover, it is clear that G is a P-Grobner 
basis for p E V. - If /3 E X(M) is such that G is not a /3-Grobner basis of I, then, 
in the same way, there exists a neighborhood V of p in X(M) such that G is not 
a y-Grobner basis for y E V. 3 
As a consequence of Theorem 30 we note 
Corollary 31. Every ideal ZCK[X] has a universal Grdbner basis. D 
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